FOCUS Energetic Ionic Detox Footbath System
What do the colors in the water mean?
With different water conditions your FOCUS energetic system will not necessarily cause color changes in the water;
but, the very process of energizing the water does. The interaction of the unit with the City added chemicals can
cause quite a discoloration in the water. It must neutralize those chemicals and energizes the water. Some sediment
is seen depending upon the amounts of solids that are inherent in water to begin with. The final result has to do with
the health of the person being treated. This will then determine the water color change. If the person is in reasonably
good health, the body will absorb energy from the water. Otherwise the body will only absorb what energy it can
handle. It has been stated by various other companies that the water colors relate to the following:

Yellow - Green = detoxifying from the kidney, bladder, urinary tract, female/prostate area.
Orange = detoxifying from the joints
Brown = detoxifying from the liver, tobacco, cellular debris
Black = detoxifying from the liver, gallbladder
Dark green = detoxifying from the gallbladder
White foam = mucous from lymph
White cheese-like particles = Most likely yeast
Black flecks = heavy metals
Red flecks = blood clot material.
More important than the color change is an oily substance on the surface thereby indicating energy being produced
(called EMASS by researchers) and the change in color of the urine caused by the release of toxins & stimulation &
elimination of the lymphatic system.

What's in the water?
At first, we use distilled water and add 1/4 teaspoon of Himalayan salt crystals. After the footbath, you will witness
a combination of high grade plant food (waste) and fatty deposits that have been released by the cells into the
lymphatic system then drawn through the tissue into the bath.

How long are the treatments?
One footbath session lasts a maximum of 35 minutes. A Cycle consists of 14 footbaths, suggested 3 times per week;
wait 21 days and begin again. These cycles can continue for years to assist your body in releasing toxins.

REGULAR USE OF THE FOCUS BATH CAN ACHIEVE:

Joint/ Pain Relief
Cellular Cleansing
Weight Loss
Anti-aging
Increased Circulation
Boosted Immune System
Reduced Stress & Fatigue
Clearer Skin Complexion
Reduced Swelling/Inflammation
Activates body's natural elimination system,
Improved Joint Stiffness
including lymph node
And more…

How Does It Work?
FOCUS Energetic Detox Footbath System is creating an energy field within the body & an
osmosis environment to move cellular waste out of the body.

ENERGY FIELD
FOCUS Energetic Ionic Detox Footbath System creates an energy field stimulating cellular
energy and increasing cellular cleansing at an increased rate, restoring the body to its balanced
energy levels. The cells of a healthy human have a charge between 70-90 millivolts. Within this
range cells perform properly & efficiently. Stressed or injured cells can measure as little as 10-20
millivolts, resulting in both poor nutritional absorption and toxic waste discharge due to build up
of positive ions from poor diets, stress and toxic environment.
The FOCUS Energetic Ionic Detox Footbath System generates ions 35 times higher than your
average footbath. For example at 1.6 amps, the FOCUS machine would be around 14 to 15 volts.
The FOCUS Standard model runs as high as 3.00 amps and the FOCUS Professional model runs
as high as 5.50 amps there by the ion voltage would be even higher. The ions being generated
run through the body negating the free radicals in the body by attracting negative & positive
ions. These highly charged ions energize & stimulate the cells to release cellular waste &
strengthen the cells over time. The energy field being generated increases the body’s cellular
energy there by the cells begins to function at its normal energy levels.

OSMOSIS
The ‘energetic footbath’ is a process application of another medically approved process,
Peritoneal Dialysis. This process uses osmosis to remove impurities from the body.
Osmosis is the phenomenon of fluids passing through a semi-permeable membrane, from a less
dense solution into a higher dense solution. When working with the human body, this fluid
transfer takes valence toxins from the body into the solution (the size of the molecule has to be
small enough to pass through the pores of the membrane). This process will not disturb protein
and other molecules that are too large to pass through the pores of the membrane. Within each
thirty-five minute “energetic footbath” treatment, the body releases what it is ready to let go of at
that moment in time. Each footbath will affect the body differently, as it continues to move more
toward maintaining a healthy balance. Since every person has a unique body, you can expect
each person will be affected differently with each treatment. The body’s energetic field is
stimulated, this tells the cells to release their toxins into the lymphatic system. The waste that is
not drawn out, during the 35 minute process, will continue to be dumped into the lymphatic
system and will be released during the body’s natural elimination process. One can expect
stronger urine & more stool from 3 to 5 days after having one ‘energetic footbath’.

The addition of a small amount of Himalayan Salt into the footbath provides the electrolyte for
the Exciter, as well as the immediate generation of ions. We have chosen to use the Himalayan
Crystal Salt because of its balanced crystalline structure, which can be easily metabolized by the
body.
Once the Himalayan Salts are introduced into the bath water, the Na (sodium) and Cl (chloride)
separate to form negative and positive ions. The Exciter is configured to maximize the negative
ions in the solution. Negative ions will bind with some of the molecules it encounters,
effectively giving them a negative charge. The negatively charged material will be attracted to
and bound by a positive (or less negatively charged) element. The Exciter also creates two
streams of bubbles (hydrogen and oxygen) while actively working within the water. This makes
the water heavier, or dense, and accelerates the osmotic effects of the process.
Two electrodes - the cathode and the anode. The cathode provides a surface where contact can
be made between electrons from the power source and the reactant in solution that is to be
reduced. The cathode has a negative charge and attracts the cations in the electrolyte. The anode
provides a surface where the reactant being oxidized can deposit the electrons it loses. The
anode has a positive charge and attracts the anions in the electrolyte.
An electrolyte. This is the substance in a dissolved or liquid phase that permits ions to move
between the electrodes, which balances the flow of electrons in the external circuit.

DISCLAIMER
*The information contained on these pages is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease, be used as the basis for treating a particular symptom or disease, or to
replace any prescribed treatment that you are currently undergoing. If you have a serious
health condition you should always consult your physician. You may not have the
treatment if you are pregnant, had a organ transplant or have a pacemaker. Any
statements contained herein have not been evaluated by the FDA.

